Abstract. In a prequel to this paper [1] a notion of curvature on the integers was introduced, based on the technique of "analytic continuation between primes", introduced in [4] . In this paper, which is essentially independent of its prequel, we introduce another notion of curvature on the integers, based on "algebraization of Frobenius lifts by correspondences." Our main results are vanishing/non-vanishing theorems for this new type of curvature in the case of "Chern connections" attached to classical groups.
Introduction
This paper is, in principle, a continuation of [1] but, from a logical standpoint, it is independent of [1] . For the motivation of our theory, and its comparison with classical differential geometry, we refer to the discussion in [1] . More generally, the present paper should be viewed as taking a step in the direction of developing a "differential geometry on Spec Z"; this direction of research is consistent with the study in [3, 5, 6 , 1] of "arithmetic differential equations," as well as with Borger's viewpoint in [2] on the "field with one element."
In [1] we started by viewing the ring of integers, Z, as an analogue of a ring of functions on an infinite dimensional manifold in which the various directions are given by the primes; then, in the spirit of [3, 5, 4] , we replaced the partial derivative operators, acting on functions on a manifold, by Fermat quotient type operators, called p-derivations, acting on numbers. We then developed an arithmetic analogue of connections and curvature on the "manifold" Spec Z and we proved a series of vanishing/non-vanishing results for the curvature of "Chern connections" attached to the classical groups. In order to achieve this program we had to deal, in [1] , with the following difficulty: the various p-derivations defining the Chern connections on GL n are defined as self-maps of the corresponding p-adic completions of the ring of functions of GL n so, when p varies, the p-derivations under consideration do not act on the same ring. Consequently, one cannot directly consider their commutator and, hence, their curvature. In [1] we overcame this problem by implementing the technique of analytic continuation between primes introduced in [4] ; this technique only worked in the case of classical groups defined by symmetric/antisymmetric matrices with entries roots of unity or zero. In the present paper we will overcome the above mentioned difficulty in a different way, namely by "algebraizing" the analytic picture in [1] . This algebraization method has at least two advantages: 1) it works for arbitrary symmetric/antisymmetric matrices, with entries not necessarily roots of unity or zero and 2) it deals with schemes, indeed with function fields of varieties, rather than with formal schemes. The price to pay is that one needs to replace endomorphisms by correspondences. On the other hand correspondences can be composed and commutators can be attached to them, leading to a new concept of curvature. The resulting picture, in the present paper, will then acquire, as we shall see, a "birational/motivic" flavor. Our main results will, again, be vanishing/non-vanishing theorems for (this new type of) curvature in the case of "Chern connections" attached to the classical groups. Our Chern connections are analogues of the Chern connections on hermitan vector bundles [7, 9] and were introduced in [6] ; we will review their definition following [6] presently.
In the rest of this Introduction we give a rough idea of our main constructions and results. We begin by recalling from the Introduction to [1] a few basic definitions. Recall from [3, 8] that a p-derivation on a p-torsion free ring B is a set theoretic map δ p : B → B such that the map φ p : B → B defined by φ p (b) := b p + pδ p (b) is a ring homomorphism; we say φ p is the lift of Frobenius attached to δ p . Throughout the paper A will denote the ring Z[1/M, ζ N ] where M is some even integer and ζ N is a primitive N -th root of unity, N ≥ 1. Also we let G = GL n = Spec A[x, det(x)
−1 ] be the general linear group scheme over A, where x = (x kl ) is an n × n matrix of ideterminates. Fix a (possibly infinite) set V of prime integers p not dividing M N . By an adelic connection on G we understand a family (δ p ), indexed by V, where, for each p, δ p is a p-derivation on the p-adic completion A[x, det(x)
−1 ]. We can consider the attached family (φ p ) of lifts of Frobenius on the rings A[x, det(x)
−1 ] p ; we shall identify the φ p 's with endomorphisms of the padic completion G p of G. Recall that there is a bijection between the set of adelic connections (δ p ) on G and the set of families (∆ p ) where, for each p, ∆ p is an n × n matrix with entries in A[x, det(x)
−1 ] p ; the bijection is provided by δ p x = ∆ p and we have φ p (x) = x (p) + p∆ p , where
. Natural examples of adelic connections were introduced in [6] as follows. Let q ∈ GL n (A) with q t = ±q, where the t superscript means "transpose". (Morally if q t = q then q can be viewed as an analogue of a metric on a principal bundle over Spec Z; the case q t = −q corresponds to 2-forms; cf. [1] .) One can attach to q maps H q : G → G and B q : G × G → G defined by H q (x) = x t qx, B q (x, y) = x t qy. We continue to denote by H q , B q the maps induced on the p-adic completions G p and G p × G p . One can consider, in addition to the data above, the adelic connection δ 0 = (δ 0p ) on G with δ 0p x = 0. (Morally δ 0 is thought of as fixing a ∂ operator, or a complex structure; cf. [1] .) Denote by (φ p ) and (φ 0p ) the families of lifts of Frobenius attached to δ and δ 0 respectively. In [6] it was shown that for any q as above there exists a unique adelic connection δ such that the following diagrams are commutative:
In [1] we called δ = (δ p ) the Chern connection attached to q; for the analogy with classical differential geometry [7, 9] see [1] .
In what follows we would like to introduce curvature of adelic connections via a construction involving correspondences. So we need to introduce some terminology related to correspondences. Let E be the fraction field of G = GL n ; so, if K = Q(ζ N ) is the fraction field of A, then E = K(x) is a purely transcendental extension of K generated by the variables x kl . By a correspondence on E we will understand a triple Γ = (Y, π, ϕ) where Y is a reduced non-empty scheme and π, ϕ : Y → Spec E are finite morphisms of schemes. So Y = Spec F is the spectrum of a finite product, F , of fields each of which is a finite extension of E via both π and ϕ; the degrees of these two maps are referred to as the left and right degree of Γ respectively. If Y is irreducible, i.e., the spectrum of a field, we say Γ is irreducible. For any such correspondence Γ = (Y, π, ϕ) we still denote by π, ϕ : E → F the induced ring homomorphisms, we let tr π : F → E be the trace map corresponding to the morphism π, and we denote by Γ * : E → E the additive group homomorphism Γ * = tr π • ϕ : E → F → E. By a correspondence structure for an adelic connection δ = (δ p ) on G we will understand a collection (Γ p ) of correspondences on E such that, for each p, Γ p = (Y p , π p , ϕ p ) is compatible with the corresponding lift of Frobenius φ p in the following sense: there are morphisms of affine schemes
p is an isomorphism, and
Correspondence structures are not a priori unique but all such structures, for a given δ, are compatible among themselves at all p's that are inert in K (in a sense that will be made precise later; cf. Definition 2.1, Lemma 4.2, and Remark 4.3). Now, given a correspondence structure (Γ p ) on an adelic connection δ = (δ p ) on GL n , we can define the curvature of (Γ p ) as the family (ϕ * pp ′ ) where ϕ * pp ′ is the additive group endomorphism
Given one more adelic connection δ = (δ p ) =: (δ p ) with correspondence structure (Γ p ) =: (Γ p ) one can define the (1, 1)-curvature of (Γ p ) with respect to (Γ p ) as the family (ϕ * pp ′ ) where ϕ * pp ′ is the additive group endomorphism
The factors
p are introduced in order to match the definitions in [1] and will play no role in what follows. Also the above "upper * " curvatures have a "lower * " version that will be discussed in the body of the paper. In what follows we let δ be equal to δ 0 = (δ 0p ), where δ 0p x = 0; we give δ the correspondence structure (Γ p ) = (Y p , π p , ϕ p ) with Y p = Spec E, π p the identity, and ϕ p (x) = x (p) . We will prove the following results; more complete results will be proved in the body of the paper. Theorem 1.1. For any q ∈ GL n (A) with q t = ±q the Chern connection on GL n attached to q admits a correspondence structure. Theorem 1.1 takes a very simple (yet non-trivial) form in case n = 1,
; cf. [6, 1] . Indeed, by loc. cit., in this case, the Chern connection attached to q is given by φ p : 
By contrast with the above, for n ≥ 2, φ p (x) does not have entries in
−1 ] p and correspondences of left degree > 1 are necessary to algebraize our φ p 's. It would be interesting to understand what the minimum left degree for the correspondence structures in Theorem 1.1 can be; also one would like to understand if "algebraic irrational analogues" of the formula 1.6 can hold for n ≥ 2.
Note that, in particular, Theorem 1.1 allows us to talk about curvature for the Chern connection attached to any symmetric/antisymmetric q ∈ GL n (A), whereas [1] only attaches curvature to Chern connections attached to q's that have entries roots of unity or zero. One can ask, however, how the curvature in the present paper compares with the curvature in [1] , in case we are looking at q's with entries roots of unity or zero. So let us consider the matrices 0 1
which we refer to as the split matrices in GL 2 with q t = −q and q t = q respectively; they "define" the "split" groups Sp 2 and SO 2 respectively, and were our basic examples in [1] in the 2 × 2 case. It turns out that, for these matrices, we have the following results which are parallel to the corresponding results in [1] . [1] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some terminology related to correspondences on schemes. Section 3 specializes the discussion to correspondences on (spectra of) fields. Section 4 discusses compatibilities between correspondences on fields and lifts of Frobenius. Section 5 specializes the discussion to Chern connections and gives the proof of our main results. 
Correspondences on a scheme
In order to introduce our concepts we need some terminology related to correspondences on schemes. The formalism below has a motivic flavor and can be viewed as a "naive" variation on the Voevodsky formalism of finite correspondences [11] ; this variation does not seem to naturally fit into the framework of [11] so our exposition will be independent of that in [11] .
A morphism of schemes will be called totally dominant if its image is dense and, moreover, the image of any connected component of the source is dense in the corresponding connected component of the target; compositions of totally dominant morphisms are totally dominant. Let X be a scheme. By a correspondence on X we mean a triple Γ = (Y, π, ϕ) where π, ϕ : Y → X are morphisms of schemes. We sometimes write Y = Y Γ ; we also sometimes write Γ = Γ /X = (Y /X , π /X , ϕ /X ). If P is a property of schemes we say Γ has P if Y Γ has P . So we have a well defined notion, for instance, of non-empty correspondence, connected correspondence, reduced correspondence, etc. If P is a property of morphisms of schemes we say Γ is left P (respectively right P ) if π (respectively ϕ) has P . So we have a notion of left etale correspondence, rightétale correspondence, left totally dominant correspondence, right totally dominant correspondence, left finite correspondence, right finite correspondence, etc. There is a natural category C(X) of correspondences on X whose objects are the correspondences on X; a morphism from
In particular there is a notion of isomorphism of correspondences denoted by Γ ≃ Γ ′ . We say that a morphism of correspondences as above has property P if u has property P ; in particular it is totally dominant if u is totally dominant. We say that a correspondence totally dominates another correspondence if there is a totally dominant morphism from the first to the second. If Γ = (Y, π, ϕ) is a correspondence we define its transpose as Γ t := (Y, ϕ, π). If Γ 1 → Γ 2 is a morphism of correspondences then we have an induced morphism Γ 
′ and Γ is symmetric (respectively strictly symmetric) then Γ ′ is also symmetric (respectively strictly symmetric). As an example, if Y ⊂ X × X is a closed subscheme, π, ϕ : Y → X are given by the two projections from X × X to X, and τ is the automorphism of X × X that permutes the factors, then the correspondence (Y, π, ϕ) is symmetric if and only if τ (Y ) = Y ; this correspondence is strictly symmetric if and only if Y is contained in the diagonal. Going back to our general discussion, there are two remarkable correspondences on any X: the empty correspondence O := (∅, ∅, ∅) and the identity correspondence I = (X, id, id). A correspondence (Y, π, ϕ) has a morphism to I if and only if it is strictly symmetric. If Γ = (Y Γ , π, ϕ) and
correspondences on X we define their composition as
where the above data are defined by the following diagram in which the square is cartesian:
Here, for any two morphisms of schemes with the same target we fix once and for all a fiber product object; the indices 1 and 2 stand for first and second projection. In general Γ ′ • Γ may be empty even if Γ and Γ ′ are non-empty; if, however, both correspondences are, say, left and right totally dominant and left and right of finite type then their composition is non-empty. Also, for two correspondences
, with the obvious induced maps. There are natural isomorphisms of correspondences expressing the "associativity" of composition and direct sum, the "neutral element" properties of O and I, and the left and right "distributivity" of composition with respect to direct sum. Cf. [10] , pp. 158-159. All of these satisfy the standard (pentagonal and triangular) diagrams in loc. cit. plus diagrams for associativity, making C(X) a monoidal category with respect to both composition and direct sum, having an additional coherence structure for distributivity. Also we have canonical isomorphisms
satisfying appropriate coherence diagrams. If Γ ′ → Γ ′′ is a morphism of correspondences and Γ is a correspondence we have natural morphisms of correspondences
whose formation is compatible, in the obvious sense, with composition in C(X).
The following definition will play a key role later: 
If we consider the following diagram in which the square is cartesian, Similarly commutation does not imply partial commutation in general but it does imply it if X is the spectrum of a field and we restrict ourselves to reduced, left and right finite, correspondences.
If σ : X → X is an automorphism of X we may consider the naturally associated correspondence Γ σ = (X, id, σ); we have Γ
′ → X is a morphism of schemes then we have a natural base change functor C(X) → C(X ′ ), Γ /X → Γ /X ′ , compatible with all the operations introduced above. If E is a field of characteristic zero we simply write C(E) in place of C(Spec E). So, in particular, if X is an integral scheme of characteristic zero with field of rational functions E then Spec E → X induces a functor C(X) → C(E), Γ → Γ ⊗ E.
Correspondences on a field
Let E be a field of characteristic zero. We denote by C 0 (E) the subcategory of C(E) whose objects are the non-empty, reduced, left and right finite correspondences, and whose morphisms are the totally dominant (equivalently, surjective) morphisms. So the objects of C 0 (E) are of the form Γ = (Spec F, π, ϕ) where F is a product of fields each of which is a finite extension of E via both π and ϕ. We define the bidegree of Γ as bideg(Γ) = (deg(π), deg(ϕ)) ∈ Z >0 × Z >0 ; we then refer to deg(π) and deg(ϕ) as the left degree and the right degree of Γ. One immediately checks that C 0 (E) is closed under transposition t, composition •, taking direct sums ⊕, and taking direct summands. Moreover, if Γ ′ → Γ ′′ is a morphism in C 0 (E) and Γ is an object in C 0 (E) then the morphisms in 2.1 are surjective, hence they are morphisms in
The relations of compatibility on the set of objects in C 0 (E) are reflexive and symmetric. As noted already, symmetry follows from the fact that, in this setting, Γ • Γ t contains a strictly symmetric summand namely, the image of the diagonal map Y Γ → Y Γ•Γ t which is both closed and open. Although compatibility is not transitive in general, there are cases when transitivity holds. Indeed, assume
and Γ 2 is compatible with Γ 3 then Γ 1 is compatible with Γ 3 . As already mentioned, if two correspondences in C 0 (E) are commuting then they are partially commuting. Commutation of correspondences is, in principle a "rare" occurrence; so it is important to put forward weaker concepts of commutation such as partial commutation (defined earlier) of the "upper * " and "lower * " commutation (to be defined presently).
Let End gr (E) be the set of all group endomorphisms (equivalently of all Q-linear endomorphisms) of E; it is a ring with respect to addition and composition, and it is a Q-Lie algebra in a natural way. (We used the subscript gr to avoid confusion with the monoid of field endomorphisms of E.) Definition 3.1. Given a correspondence Γ = (Y, π, ϕ) in C 0 (E), Y Γ = Spec F , and denoting by π, ϕ : E → F the corresponding ring homomorphisms we define the map Γ * ∈ End gr (E), as the composition Γ * := tr π • ϕ : E → E → E, where tr π : F → E is the trace of π.
It is clear that Γ
But if the left degree of Γ is ≥ 2 then Γ * is not injective, in general. Nevertheless, if Γ is an arbitrary correspondence of left degree m and u ∈ E is such that Γ * (u i ) = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m then u = 0. Assume (as will be the case in applications) that E comes equipped with an involution ι : E → E, i.e. a field automorphism whose square is the identity; we assume ι is not the identity. Consider the eigenspaces of ι:
then E has degree 2 over the field E + and we have an E + -linear space decomposition
we say that Γ is induced from E + ; if this is the case then, of course, the restriction of Γ * to E + is an integer multiple of a field endomorphism of E + and, in particular, Ker(Γ * ) = E − .
Remark 3.2. The action of correspondences on fields extends to an action on forms as follows. Assume, for simplicity, that E is a finitely generated field (as usual, of characteristic zero). For any finite reduced E-algebra π : E → F let Ω F be the F -module of Kähler differentials of F over Q and Ω 
is a transcendence basis of E over Q and ∂ ∂xi are the corresponding derivations on E and F then, Ω F is a free F -module with basis dx 1 , ..., dx d and, for any f ∈ F , df = ∂f ∂xi dx i , hence
(The commutation of tr π and ∂ ∂xi is checked by reducing to the case when F is a Galois field extension of E in which case it follows from the commutation of
with the E-automorphisms of F .) Now if End(Ω E ) denotes the ring of group endomorphisms (equivalently Q-linear endomorphisms) of Ω E and Γ = (Spec F, π, ϕ) is a correspondence in C 0 (E) we can define a Q-linear map Γ
, where ϕ * i is naturally induced from ϕ. One has Γ * 1 (df ) = d(Γ * (f )) for all f ∈ F . Also for any two correspondences Γ 1 , Γ 2 we have (
1 . So if Γ 1 and Γ 2 commute then Γ * i 1 and Γ * i 2 commute. If we assume in addition that an involution ι : E → E is given such that ι(x i ) = −x i (which is the case in our applications) and if Γ is partially induced from E
There is an alternative action of correspondences on "cycles" of E as follows. Fix an algebraically closed field U, of cardinality at least that of E, let Hom fields (E, U) denote the set all field homomorphisms σ : E → U, and denote by Cyc(E) the free abelian group with basis Hom fields (E, U). For σ ∈ Hom fields (E, U) denote by [σ] the image of σ in Cyc(E). The inclusion Hom fields (E, U) → Hom gr (E, U) induces a group homomorphism : Cyc(E) → Hom gr (E, U),
Let End(Cyc(E)) be the ring of group endomorphisms of Cyc(E). For any correspondence Γ in C 0 (E) we can define an endomorphism Γ * ∈ End(Cyc(E)) as follows.
Definition 3.3. Given a correspondence Γ in C 0 (E) we define the map Γ * ∈ End gr (Cyc(E)) as follows. Assume first Γ = (Y, π, ϕ) is irreducible, so Y Γ = Spec F where F is a field and π, ϕ are induced by finite field homomorphisms (still denoted by) π, ϕ : E → F . Let σ : E → U be an embedding. Then consider all the embeddings σ 1 , ..., σ d : F → U such that σ i • π = σ, where d is the degree of π, and define
Extend Γ * by linearity to an endomorphism Γ * of Cyc(E). Finally extend the definition of Γ * by linearity to the case when Γ is not necessarily irreducible. The above construction Γ → Γ * ∈ End(Cyc(E)) is related to the previous construction Γ → Γ * ∈ End gr (E) ⊂ Hom gr (E, U) as follows: for any correspondence Γ on E and any σ ∈ Hom fields (E, U) we have an equality Here is a ring theoretic formalism into which the above definitions fit; this will not be needed in the sequel but seems to provide the right context for our concepts. Assume, as before, that E is a field of characteristic zero. We can associate to E a ring C = C(E) equipped with an anti-involution as follows. Let us denote by C + = C + (E) the set of isomorphism classes [Γ] of objects Γ of C 0 (E) to which we add one element [O] which we call zero and we denote by 0. We denote the element [I] by 1. The set C + comes equipped with the following operations:
. These operations make C + into a semiring with anti-involution by which we mean that the following hold: i) addition and multiplication are associative and addition is commutative; ii) multiplication is left and right distributive; iii) transposition is an anti-involution (i.e. it is a homomorphism with respect to direct sum, an anti-homomorphism with respect to composition, and it is its own inverse); iv) 0 is a neutral element for addition, 0 t = 0, and the product of 0 with any element is 0; v) 1 is a neutral element for composition and 1 t = 1. In addition the sum and product of two non-zero elements in C + is non-zero. Let us say that an element of C + is irreducible if it is non-zero and cannot be written as a sum of two non-zero elements. Clearly [Γ] is irreducible if and only if Y Γ is non-empty and irreducible. Also any non-zero element of C + can be written as a finite sum of irreducible elements and this decomposition is unique up to the permutation of the terms. In other words C + with its addition is a free commutative monoid with basis the irreducible elements. In particular C + has the cancellation property for addition. We can now embed our semiring above into a ring as follows. Define C(E) := C := (C + ×C + )/∼ where (γ 1 , γ 2 ) ∼ (γ 3 , γ 4 ) if and only if γ 1 +γ 4 = γ 2 +γ 3 . Due to the cancellation property ∼ is an equivalence relation and the map C + → C, γ → (γ, 0), is injective. Then C has a naturally induced structure of ordered ring with identity and is equipped with an induced anti-involution. Also C is a free Z-module with respect to addition, with basis the irreducible elements of C + . The ring C can be referred to as the ring of correspondences on E. Let End field (E) be the monoid of field endomorphisms of E and Aut field (E) be the group of field automorphisms of E. Note that one has a natural injective homomorphisms of multiplicative monoids End field (E) → C(E) given by σ → [Γ σ ], Γ σ = (Spec E, id, σ); if one views this embedding as an inclusion then, for any
we have σ t = σ −1 . One has a unique ring (anti)homomorphism 
We end by noting that it would be interesting to answer the following questions. Is the subset of C(E) consisting of all elements of the form [Γ] with Γ strictly symmetric definable in C(E) in terms of the ring operations and the transposition operation only? Is partial commutation in C(E) definable in terms of these operations only? What are the kernels of the ring homomorphisms ( ) * and ( ) * ? Since the right vertical homomorphism in the above diagram is injective we get, of course, that Ker(( ) * ) ⊂ Ker(( ) * ).
Correspondences compatible with lifts of Frobenius
Let B be a ring and p a prime integer. By a lift of Frobenius on B we mean a ring endomorphism of B whose reduction mod p is the p-power Frobenius endomorphism of B/pB. We denote by B p the p-adic completion of B. For X a noetherian scheme we denote by X p the p-adic completion of X, which is a p-adic formal scheme. By a lift of Frobenius on X, respectively X p , we mean an endomorphism of X or X p whose reduction mod p is the p-power Frobenius.
Fix, in what follows, a collection V of prime integers. Now let us assume X is an affine smooth connected scheme over a regular integral domain A. Note that X is then integral; we denote by K the fraction field of A and we denote by E the fraction field of X. (These hypotheses will always be satisfied in our applications which deal with the case X = GL n over A.) Definition 4.1. We say that a lift of Frobenius φ p on X p and a correspondence Γ p = (Y p , π p , ϕ p ) in C(E) are compatible if there exists a correspondence Γ p/X = (Y p/X , π p/X , ϕ p/X ) on X such that the following properties are satisfied. 1) Γ p ≃ Γ p/X ⊗ E; 2) Γ p/X is affine and leftétale;
If φ p is compatible with a correspondence Γ p then the correspondence is, of course, not unique; but it is "essentially unique" in the following sense.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that φ p is compatible with a correspondence Γ p in C(E).
Then Γ p is in C 0 (E). Assume in addition that X ⊗ F p is connected for all p ∈ V and φ p is also compatible with a correspondence Γ 
So, for p | M N , the condition that X ⊗ F p be connected is equivalent to p being inert in Q(ζ N ). This immediately implies that Γ p is non-empty. Since π p/X isétale it is generically finite so O(Y p ) is a product of fields which are finite extensions of E. Due to considerations of transcendence degrees we get that ϕ p is finite. Hence Γ p is non-empty, reduced, and left and right finite.
Assume now φ p is also compatible with a correspondence Γ
⊗F p (the latter being non-empty because X⊗F p is irreducible). Then, as before, O(X) and O(Y ) embed into their p-adic completions; on the other hand, with notation as in diagram 2.2 (
In what follows we specialize our discussion to X = GL n . Recall first that a p-derivation on a ring B is a map δ p : B → B such that the map φ p :
is a ring homomorphism (referred to as the lift of Frobenius attached to δ p ); cf. the Introduction. Then we fix, for the rest of the paper, the following terminology and notation:
denote the fraction field of A and we let E = K(x) denote the fraction field of GL n . Let V be a set of primes not dividing M N . An adelic connection on GL n is a family δ = (δ p ) indexed by V where, for each p, δ p is a
be an adelic connection on GL n with associated family (φ p ) of lifts of Frobenius. By a correspondence structure for δ = (δ p ) we understand a family (Γ p ) of correspondences in C 0 (E) such that, for each p, φ p is compatible with Γ p . We define the ("upper * ") curvature of (Γ p ) as the matrix
Given one more adelic connection (δ p ) with correspondence structure (Γ p ) we define the ("upper * ") (1, 1)-curvature of (Γ p ) with respect to (Γ p ) as the matrix (ϕ *
Similarly we define the ("lower * ") curvature and (1, 1)-curvature (ϕ pp ′ * ), . Then δ 0 = δ admits a correspondence structure which we denote by (Γ p ), referred to as the canonical correspondence structure, as follows:
. Clearly Γ p and Γ p ′ commute for all p, p ′ . In particular the "lower * " and "upper * " curvatures of δ vanish.
Definition 4.7. Let ι : E → E = K(x) be the K-automorphism with ι(x) = −x. and recall that we denote by E + and E − the eigenspaces of ι in E. A correspondence Γ is said to be partially induced from
Remark 4.8. In the definition above E has degree 2 over its subfield E + , E + is generated as a field over K by the monomials of degree 2 in the entries of x, and
Remark 4.9. For the canonical correspondence structure attached to (δ p ), we have
So if a correspondence structure (Γ p ) on an adelic connection (δ p ) has the property that all Γ p 's are partially induced from E + then the curvature and (1, 1)-curvature have the property that
In particular the curvature and (1, 1)-curvature are completely determined by their restriction to E + .
Remark 4.10. In the notation of Definition 4.4 one can define, more generally, matrices (ϕ * i
Then, by analogy with [1] , one can try to use these matrices (for i = 1) to define first Chern forms and first Chern (1, 1)-forms respectively. One can consider, for instance, the elements ϕ * 1 pp ′ (dx ij ) = kl a ijkl,pp ′ dx kl and define, say, the first Chern form as the matrix (ρ pp ′ ) with entries ρ pp ′ = ij a ijij,pp ′ . With this definition, however, if Γ p are partially induced from E + (which will be the case in applications, cf. Theorem 5.2 below), we have Γ * 1 p (dx ij ) = 0 for all p, i, j so we get ρ pp ′ = 0 for all p, p ′ . One can also consider the elements ϕ * 1 pp (dx ij ) = kl a ijkl,pp dx kl and define, say, the (p, p)-components of a "first Chern (1, 1)-form" by ρ pp = 1 p ij a ijij,pp . Since Γ * 1
− it follows again that ρ pp = 0. The above comments show that a natural definition of first Chern forms should, maybe, take into account the action of our correspondences on forms in dE + rather than on the forms dx ij ∈ dE − . We will not pursue the discussion on first Chern forms further in this paper.
Correspondence structure for Chern connections
We assume the notation of Definition 4.4 and Example 4.6. Recall from the Introduction the following:
Definition 5.1. Let q ∈ GL n (A) with q t = ±q. The Chern connection attached to q is the unique adelic connection δ = (δ p ) on GL n such that if (φ p ) is the attached family of lifts of Frobenius then φ p and φ 0p make the diagrams 1.1 commutative; δ exists and is unique by [6] .
We recall from [6, 1] 
In this expression, the exponent t for a matrix means transpose, the upper index (p) for a matrix denotes the operation of raising all the entries of the matrix to the p-th power, and the 1/2 power is computed using the usual matrix series
for u an n × n matrix of indeterminates. The formula is applied to
which has coefficients in pO(G); this makes the series 5.2 convergent because 1/2
Let us say that a matrix q ∈ GL 2r (Z) is split if it is one of the following:
where 1 r is the r × r identity matrix. 3) If n is even and q ∈ GL n (A) is split, with q t = q then the Chern connection on GL n attached to q admits a correspondence structure (Γ p ) with the following properties: each Γ p has left degree 2 n ; for n = 2, Γ p is irreducible, it is partially induced from E + , and it is not induced from E + ; and, for n = 2, (Γ p ) has (1, 1)-curvature satisfying ϕ * pp ′ = 0, hence ϕ pp ′ * = 0, for all p, p ′ .
To prove the theorem we need a preparation. Let us consider an n × n matrix y of indeterminates. Let B be a ring where 2 is invertible and let g(B) be the B-module of all n × n matrices with entries in B, viewed as an associative ring. Consider the B-linear map g(B) → g(B), z → zb + bz 2 (which is the Jordan multiplication by b) and let jor(b) ∈ B be the determinant of this map.
Example 5.3. For n = 2 we have the following trivially checked formula:
In what follows, for a matrix M with entries in a ring we denote by (M ) the ideal in that ring generated by the entries of M . Also, if B is a field, then dim B below means dimension of a B-vector space. Finally let y be a n × n matrix of indeterminates. In particular we have the polynomial jor(y)
Now let B be a ring in which 2 is invertible, let b ∈ GL n (B), and let 
where π is the natural map,
. So γ 2 = β + ǫ with ǫ a matrix with entries in I. Since ρ(jor(γ)) is invertible in D/I and I is nilpotent it follows that jor(γ) is invertible in D. Now jor(γ) is a power of 2 times the determinant of the linear system zγ + γz = −ǫ with unknowns the entries of a matrix z hence by Cramer's rule this system has a unique solution γ 1 ∈ g(D) and this solution is in g(I). Note that (γ +γ 1 ) 2 = β; so there is a unique homomorphism U : C → D such that U • π = v and ρ • U = u; it is given by U (y) = γ + γ 1 .
To check assertion 2 say b = λ · 1 with λ ∈ B × . Since, by assertion 1, C is a product of finite field extensions of B it is enough to show that there are exactly 2 B-algebra homomorphisms C → B, where B is a fixed algebraic closure of B. Consider such a homomorphism, y → γ, where γ is a matrix with coefficients in B. So γ 2 = λ · 1, jor(γ) = 0. So γ is diagonalizable with eigenvalues ± √ λ ∈ B. It is enough to show that γ is a scalar matrix. Let us assume the contrary and derive a contradiction. Indeed, in this case, γ = uηu −1 , u ∈ GL n (B),
where η n−2 is a diagonal (n − 2) × (n − 2) matrix (with ±1 on the diagonal). Since jor(γ) = 0 the map g(B) → g(B), z → zγ + γz = zuηu −1 + uηu −1 z, is bijective; hence the map z → u −1 (zγ + γz)u = u −1 zuη + ηu −1 zu is bijective; hence the map z → zη + ηz is bijective. But if one takes To check assertion 3 let λ 1 , ..., λ n ∈ B × be the distinct eigenvalues of b, let λ be the diagonal matrix with these eigenvalues on the diagonal, and write b = uλu −1 , with u ∈ GL n (B). Again, it is enough to show that there are exactly 2 n B-algebra homomorphisms C → B. Consider such a homomorphism, y → γ, where γ is a matrix with coefficients in B, and γ 2 = b 2 . Hence γ has distinct eigenvalues, so is diagonalizable, so γ = uηu −1 where η = diag(ǫ 1 √ λ 1 , ..., ǫ n √ λ n ), where ǫ i ∈ {±1} and √ λ i is a fixed square root to λ i . So there are at most 2 n homomorphisms C → B. To conclude it is enough to show that for any choice of ǫ 1 , ..., ǫ n ∈ {±1}, and for γ = uηu −1 , η = diag(ǫ 1 √ λ 1 , ..., ǫ n √ λ n ), we have jor(γ) = 0. Assume jor(γ) = 0 for some choice of the ǫ i s and seek a contradiction. From jor(γ) = 0 we know there exists 0 = z ∈ g(B) such that γz + zγ = 0. Exactly as in the proof of assertion 2 one can find 0 = w ∈ g(B) such that ηw + wη = 0, hence ηwη −1 = −w, hence ǫ i √ λ i ǫ j λ j w ij = −w ij for all i, j. Choose i, j such that w ij = 0. Then i = j and √ λ i = ± λ j , hence λ i = λ j , a contradiction. Assertion 3 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Recall that G = GL n = Spec A[x, det(x)
−1 ] and set B = A[x, det(x)
−1 ]. Let y be a new n × n matrix of indeterminates. Define
Note that for the identity matrix 1 we have jor(1) = 1. Consider the correspondence Γ p/G = (Y p/G , π p/G , ϕ p/G ) on G where π p/G is defined by the natural map (still denoted by) π p/G : B → C p , π p/G (x) = x, and ϕ p/G is defined by the map (still denoted by) ϕ p/G : B → C p , ϕ p/G (x) = x (p) y. Finally define the correspondence Γ p := Γ p/G ⊗ E on E. We will show that (Γ p ) possesses the various required properties in assertions 1, 2, 3. We do this by proving a series of claims as follow. Claim 2. π p/G ⊗ F p : B ⊗ F p → C p ⊗ F p is an isomorphism whose inverse sends y into the identity matrix, 1. .
Claim 7 follows from the fact that the class of t in Recall the automorphism ι : E → E = K(x), ι(x) = −x and the spaces E + , E 
